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* member of Canadian Actor’s Equity Association
+ drama master class
# level III drama class

synopsis of scenes:

Act I  The living room of the Prozorov’s house in a small provincial town in Russia. It is spring.

Act II  The same, a year and a half later.

  Intermission

Act III  Olga’s bedroom a few months later.

  Intermission

Act IV  The garden of the Prozorov house, two and a half years later.
Anton Chekhov has suffered from his reputation. The grim hand of reverence chokes the life out of most productions of his plays. This is not as he would have wished it. His production notes emphasize the warmth and humour of his plays without which their underlying sadness becomes a suffocating, dominant theme.

Chekhov is the first of the truly modern playwrights. His silences, his despair, anticipate Becket; his use of language as a means of non-communication, of concealment, foreshadows Pinter.

Chekhov talks of the future so often with hope — it is poignant for us, his modern audience, to see what actually became of the gentle, suffering Russia he brought to life.

...... Henry Woolf

The music for this production was drawn from the works of Rachmaninoff, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Dvorak and Chopin, with additional music by Ed Connell. Special acknowledgement is made to Janet Horne, violinist, and to Rolf Gilstein, accordionist, for their assistance. 

...... Edward Connell

There will be 2 fifteen minute intermissions.

(Please ... no photographing, recording or refreshments in the theatre. Thank you.)

There will be a cash bar available in the foyer during the intermission and after the performance.
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